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Why Choose Lawsuit Financial? 

 
We are a client focused company that strives to raise the bar for the standard of 
client care in our industry. We don’t simply take applications; we spend time 
discussing and evaluating clients’ financial situations, assessing their economic  
needs (not their desires).  Providing advances that are proportionate to case value 
 is imperative.  As an attorney owned and operated company, we have the  
expertise and experience necessary to offer litigation funding advances as 

 a strategic tool to increase case values.   

 

 

We charge no upfront fees.  All the costs, including underwriting, courier fees, wire 
fees, etc, are paid by LSF.  Therefore, the funding amount approved is the amount your 
client receives.  No hidden costs of any kind. 
 
Other companies charge several fees –some as high as 60% of the funded amount. Then, 
they roll them into the contract, so your client ends up paying interest on funded amount 
AND fees!    
 
We charge no compounding interest.  Other companies boast “low” interest rates, but 
compound interest monthly on both funded amount and fees.  The hidden charges add up 
quickly and never stop!   These companies do not explain their interest on interest and 
interest on “junk” fees policies.  We charge flat fees that are carefully and fully explained 
to the client.  Further, the full amount approved is what goes into your client’s pocket.     
We charge a flat rate of funding based on the amount that goes into the client’s pocket.   
 
We provide a recovery compromise (an industry exclusive).  It’s in the contract!  We 
provide, when necessary, a resolution appropriate compromise.   
 
Other companies, with a clear conscience, take your clients entire settlement, if that’s 
what is owed.  Our contract mandates a compromise in these situations.   
 
We offer a Free Client Resource Center. Clients lower their monthly expenses, find 
utility and rent assistance programs, and much more, absolutely free!  Clients discuss 
financial needs with a personal counselor who works to find options tailored to the 
client’s specific needs.  Again, this is a Lawsuit Financial exclusive and is provided 
absolutely free to your clients.   
 

 

 

 

 


